TAG PORTABLE TECHNICIAN KIT (PTK)
REMOTE PROGRAMMING AND TROUBLESHOOTING

allows for ease of programming changes and mods

DESCRIPTION:
The TAG PTK is a kit prepped with computer, cables, software, and hardened case that can be connected to any of TAG’s control systems. This specialized kit will allow local access to a trained technician and also allow for remote access when granted. When connected, advanced troubleshooting can be performed as well as remote programming changes.

TAG PTK (Remote Location)

Having the ability to program remotely and troubleshoot is key to a reliable system

The TAG PTK is ideal for locations that require remote programming, remote troubleshooting, or local programming. This kit will come with all of the updated software for immediate access to the entire system. It allows access to system data such event recording, cycle counts, error codes, and the root program.

Save time and money with deploying a technician by using the TAG PTK.